To evaluate Q1 we use Eq. (1) and Maxwell's equation:
INTRODUCTION
The critical state stability against flux jumps in hard and composite superconductors has been discussed in a number of theoretical and experimental papers. In this report we intend to review the theory of magnetic instabilities, in particular the recent progress on this question.
Before the quantitative theory will be given an outline of the basic physical ideas is helpful. The flux jump may be thought of as a coupled perturbation of a temperature T and a magnetic field H. This process is accompanied by the release of heat and by the enlargement or re-distribution of the magnetic flux captured in the superconductor. The heat and magnetic flux propagation may be described in terms of appropriate diffusivity coefficients, am = c2/4mf, the magnetic diffusivity, and at = K/V the heat diffusivity.
Here q is the flux flow conductivity, v the specific heat and K the thermal conductivity of the superconductor.
It is convenient to denote the ratio $Zt/$Zm as T . The values uf and K are not too large in the case of hard superconductors, and it may be assumed that T<< 1. Therefore, the magnetic diffusion occurs in a time short compared to that for the thermal diffusion, so that to the first order in T << 1 the flux jump is an adiabatic process. The experiments give a reliable confirmation of this fact. (See for example Refs. 1-3. )
The opposite situation where T>> 1 usually takes place in superconducting composites. In this case when 9Zt >> gam o r T-m the magnetic flux in the sample is almost frozen In during the heating of the material. The explanation of this fact is evident. The normal current excited in the composite by the change of magnetic field compensates in part for the decrease in the critical current density caused by the temperature rise and prevents magnetic flux propagation in the sample.
On the basis of this intuitive speculation one may obtain the qualitative stability criteria.
First consider the case of a hard superconductor (T ~1 ) . Let us assunie that some fluctuation of the field, temperature, etc., results in the initial temperature rise and the corresponding energy dissipation is Qo = v 00. The magnetic flux and the current re-distribution gives rise to the additional energy dissipation Q1. Assuming j, >>ufE we have:
where j is the critical current density, E is the electric field. fi the flux jump does not occur, the sample passes into a new equilibrium state with the temperature T = To + 0;
where To is the initial temperature.
Since $Zt<c$Zm one may suppose that: The formula similar to (6) for a semi-illfinite flat supercon- where w=wob/K is the heat transfer coefficient from the conductor to the coolant.
In practice, the solution.Eo and eo is found in two regions which differ by the direction of the current (see Fig.   1 ). And the usual matching conditions must be formulated. Note, the, formulas (8) and (9) Using expressions (10) and (11) The equations (X2) require four boundary conditions.
We shall consider the external magnetic field Hf to remain constant during the fluctuation*:
The two other boundary conditions can be found from the surface cooling equations:
*This implies that (aHl/at)tj <<HA where t j is the rise time of the flux jump. Since 9 -10 + 10-5 sec the assumption is usu+lly valid. It is expedient to take the current density-on their boundary as equaI zero. Denoting this boundary 6 , we have for the electric field:
Also the temperature 0 and heat flux KV8 must be continuous at X:
The spectrum of eigenvalues h= A@, T , 6 , w, . . . ) may easily be determined for the equations (12) with boundary conditions (13) to (16) . The instability corresponds to h >O.
The equations (12) contain constant coefficients at a(x)=O $Beants critical state) and h a y be readily solved, The spectrum of eigenvalues h=h(P, T ) for T=O and .T<< 1 has been investigateds-10 and as was outlined in these papers the disturbances with h << 1 (or adiabatic one) are responsible for the magnetic instabilities in hard superconductors Since the stability is determined by-the perturbations with A>> 1 it allows us to sim lif the calculations to the first approximation in <<I. 1 8 9 15-14 It follows from (12) that 00 -(1/x)(j&2Eo/K) , and if the term on the right in the first of +e equations (12) is small (-l/h)# it can be neglected. The value hT << 1 (see the last footnote), and to the first approximation instead of (12) and h= hc = (~/2)4/3 ~4 3
.
(w>>l).
This equation must be supplied with electrodynamical boundary conditions (13) and (15) . lo The stability is violated if a nontrivial solution exists for the equation (17) with boundary conditions (13) and (15) .
It is convenient to introduce a new variable y:
and Eq. (17) becomes:
The boundary conditions (13) and (15) transform to:
The value TO is independent of H if jc(H,T)= jO(T)+(H).
The equation (18) may be solved analytically in this case and the stability criterion has the form:
To solve (18) in a more general case one may apply the W K B J approximation. l1 Using the standard W K B J procedure and boundary conditions (19) one gets the stability criterion:
The accuracy of the formula obtained may be evaluated as follows:
The inequality (22) is usually valid throughout the total range of external fields except for the fields very close to H This results from the usual relations between the C2'parameters in (22). Thus, the stability criterion (22) is applicable for any critical state model. The WKB J approximation may be used for stability investigations of samples having different geometrical configurations. For example, the case of the cylindrical symmetry is studied in the Ref. 15.
SUPERCONDUCTIVE COMPOSITES
Now we shall discuss the stability of the superconductive composites, i. e. , the conductors consisting of normal (matrix) and superconducting (filaments) metals.
The presence of a high conductivity metal in a composite leads to the damping of perturbations with A > > 1 and as a result to an improvement in the stability.
The methods described in the previous section allow us investigate the stability of an individual filament covered with a normal metal layer of an arbitrary thickness d. 8, As shown before, the increase in d leads to a considerable stability improvement unless d is smaller than some critical value dc. For example, under isothermal boundary conditions dc may be evaluated as dc= (3c2vb)/4?r3mn where gn is the normal metal conductivity. As an illustration, the dependence of the maximum transport current on the radius R of the wire is shown in Fig. 2 both at d=O and did,. Next, we discuss the stability of a whole superconducting composite containing a large number, N>> 1, of filaments. In such samples the instability may be initiated by collective effects or a connection between filaments even in the case when every separate filament is stable.
To derive the quantitative results one has to examine the equations describing a small perturbation in a composite. We shall treat the composite as a continuum with properties at a point given by the average over a volume in the neighborhood of the point, the volume element being large eno h to contain a large number n(l<<n<<N) of filaments. 1 7 y 8 After averaging one has for 00 and Eo:
and the relation between current and electric field becomes:
The values z, j,, 5 , ;7 a r e the specific heat, superconducting current density, electric and heat conductivities averaged over the composite and it is assumed that the current j does not change its direction within the volume of averaging. Denoting the fraction of superconducting material as xs and the normal one as such that xn+xs = 1, we have:
; = x n n u +xSvS ; j, = xsjc ; C = x n n u +x s f ' Fig. 1 the stability criterion may be easily found:
This inequality is valid for w > l f i and allows us to analyze the stability with respect to external cooling.
Comparing the stability criteria for the filament and for the whole composite one may obtain the critical number Nc of filaments, that is, when N > Ne, the superconducting composite consisting of individually stable filaments is unstable. . 7-l/3 (w <<l, w? >> 1) and hc = ( 1,/2)4/3 ;-'I3 (w >> 1).
?In practice real composites with the copper matrix cooled by liquid helium have the value w 51. In principle the case w >> 1 may be realized for composites clad with a sufficiently thick layer of high purity copper. 
CONCLUSIONS
The methods developed in the references 5-18 allow us to carry out a quantitative investigation of the stability of superconducting materials against flux jumps, with respect to the critical current density dependence on temperatwe and magnetic field, sample geometry, thermal and magnetic diffusion, external cooling, etc.
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